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The Scream Cat Tunnel Feeder is a fun strategy game to play with your cat. 

Strategy games are not only fun but also rewarding for the cats brain and tummy.

Cats can have different reactions to different products, so it is important to 
be patient as your cat may not take to the game at the beginning. You want 
your cat to get used to having the game around, so it is best to play the game 
somewhere quiet where your cat will not be disturbed or startled. Then place 
your cat’s favourite treats on and around the game so your cat will sniff around 
and associate this game with those tasty treats. 

The instructions which follow are just suggestions on the easiest way to train 
your cat with the game.

We recommend you do your training in a maximum of 10 minute increments.

Always supervise your cat while playing with this toy. Do not allow your cat to 
stick its head inside the tunnel. Small cats and kittens less than 3 months can get 
their head stuck, therefore must be supervised.

Do not let your cat play unsupervised.

To Begin:

1. Open the lid of the tunnel feeder food chamber.
2. Under the base of the feeder you can find the handle for the adjustable pin. 

Turn the adjustable pin all the way to the top making the gap between the 
food chamber and the tunnels small. 

3. Fill the food chamber completely with dry food.
4. Start to unscrew the adjustable pin releasing the food into the tunnels 

Use a circle tipping motion to distribute the food into each tunnel until the 
food chamber is empty.

5. Place the feeder in your desired location. 
6. Fill the food chamber again a second time and close the lid.
7. The cat can now use its paw to scoop out the food from the tunnel. This 

allows your cat to eat at its chosen pace.
8. You can increase or decrease the flow rate of the treats through the tunnel by 

adjusting the pin. 

If a food piece gets stuck in the food chamber, screw the adjustable pin down 
until the food piece becomes unstuck.

Remember – have lots of fun with your cat!
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